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What’s next? 

Music 
Transportation 

Hospitality 

Groceries 

Payments 

Lending 

Advertising  

and News 

Consumer Retail 

Books 

Movie Rentals 

Investments 

A new set of challenges … and opportunities … 

Source: KPMG Analysis 
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A new normal 
Political 

Economic 

Social 

Technology 
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Regulatory shift 

Traditional  X-tech 

• Rules-based, prescriptive • Principles-based, standards 

Cultural shift 
• Risk-culture, fear of failure, 

hierarchical 

• Innovative culture, learning 

from failure, knowledge 

driven/horizontal 

Project delivery shift • Waterfall, sequential, controlled • Agile, sprints, experimental  

Recruitment shift • Functional specialists 
• Competency driven (Design 

Thinking, UX, etc.)   

Business model shift • Centralised controller, product 

driven, closed architecture 

• De-centralised facilitator, platform 

driven, open architecture 
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New world paradigms …  
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… and new responses and mindsets are required 

Traditional competition 

Current competition 

Future competition? 
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Innovation operating model 
Incumbent 

responses 

2. Internal 

Capability 

Build innovation 

culture and 

organisational 

capabilities, e.g. 

Agile, BMC, 

Design Thinking 

Build 

3. Sourcing 

Accessing a 

broader range  

of external 

partners/providers 

Procure 

4. Partnerships 

New products and 

business model 

opportunities 

Collaborate/Partner 

5. White-

labelling 

Selling to or 

through X-tech 

companies 

Sell to/through 

6. Investment  

& Acquisitions 

Equity stakes in 

high growth 

businesses and 

acquisitions 

Invest/Acquire 

1. Leadership, Governance, Culture and Organisational Structures 

INTERNAL EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS 

7.  Weak signal scanning - enabling and disruptive business models; global and local 

Defend against disruption and protect existing 

business through innovation in the core 

Attack by growing capability in new and/or 

adjacent areas 

1 2 
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Culture is a key enabler of innovation 

Leadership – what you say and do 

creates the space, permission and 

structure for innovation 

 

 

Diversity – different thinking styles, 

working styles, cross functional and 

intra-organisational interaction is key 

to better quality ideas and execution 

 

 

Inclusion – if innovation is a key 

cultural trait then everyone must have 

the opportunity to contribute 

INCLUSION DIVERSITY 

LEADERSHIP 
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Aligning innovation to strategy 
For innovation to be effective it cannot 

be an “ on the side of the desk” 

activity there needs to be clear 

alignment of activity with 

organisational and business strategy  

 

Clearly defined innovation domains 

allow best ROI from innovation 

activities and gives purpose to your 

innovation architecture 

 

 

 

ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY 

Innovation 

Domain 

(core, adjacent, 

emerging) 

Innovation 

Domain 

(core, adjacent, 

emerging) 

Innovation 

Domain  

(core, adjacent, 

emerging) 

Innovation 

Domain  

(core, adjacent, 

emerging) 
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5 key actions for leaders 

1. Get educated 

 

2. Make a commitment 

 

3. Examine your culture 

 

4. Be deliberate 

 

5. Review skills and composition 
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